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Introduction. The curvature and torsion of a curve in ordinary space have

three properties which it is the purpose of this paper to attempt to extend to

the curvatures of a curve in Riemann space. First, if the curvature vanishes

identically the curve is a straight line ; if the torsion vanishes identically the

curve lies in a plane. Second, the distances of a point of the curve from the

tangent line and the osculating plane at a nearby point are given approxi-

mately by formulas involving the curvature and torsion. Third, the curva-

ture of a curve at a point is the curvature of its projection on the osculating

plane at the point. In extending to Riemann space we take as the Riemannian

analogue of the line or plane, a geodesic space generated by geodesies through

a point. Such a space possesses the property of the line or plane of being de-

termined by the proper number of directions given at a point, but it will not

in general have the three properties given above. On the other hand, if we

take as the analogue of line or plane only totally geodesic spaces, then, if

such osculating "planes" exist, the three properties will hold.

Curves with a vanishing curvature. Given  a  curve  C:  xi = x'(s),  i = l,

•••,«, in a Riemann space Vn with fundamental tensor g,-,- (assumed defi-

nite). Following BlaschkeJ we write the Frenet formulas for the curve. The

« associate vectors are given by

¿x* dx'
(1) Éi|' = —>    fcl'./T" = &-i|4 ('=1. •••,(»-!)).

ds ds

In general these « vectors are independent and will determine an orthogonal

«-uple, Xr | *, in terms of which we have the Frenet formulas

i i       dx*

ds

(2) dxi
\ |  \i—- =   -   (l/Pr-l)Xr-l \* +  (l/pr)Xr+1 |S     r  =   1, • • • , «, (1/Pn)  = 0.

ds

* Presented to the Society, February 28, 1931; received by the editors February 10, 1931.

t The results of this and the following paper are part of a thesis submitted at Harvard, June

1930, and written under Professor H. W. Brinkmann.

t Blaschke, Frenéis Formeln für den Raum von Riemann, Mathematische Zeitschrift, vol. 6,

pp. 94-99. See also Eisenhart, Riemannian Geometry, §32.
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If, however, there are, at a general point of the curve, only k(k<n) in-

dependent associate vectors, then (2) will hold for r = 1, • • • , k where

(l/pt)=0. This case will be described by saying (l/pk)=0. In the general

case the vector £r| * is always dependent on Xi|*, • • • , X,| ', and in this case

the associate vectors of all orders will be dependent on Xi| ',-■-, A*| '.

Definition. The linear vector space at P determined by the vectors Xr| ',

r = 1, • • • , q, will be the qth osculating vector space of C at P. If (l/pk) =0, the

kth osculating vector space will be called the complete osculating vector space.

We wish to discuss the relations of C to its complete osculating geodesic

space Gk at P, where Gk is the locus of the <x> *_1 geodesies through P in direc-

tions of the complete osculating vector space. To discuss the question we take

Riemannian coordinates at P. Then Gk is given by linear equations, and we

wish to see whether the vector [xi(s)—xi(P)] satisfies these, or, in other

words, whether in this coordinate system it is linearly dependent on Xi| ',

• • • , Xfc| '. Expanding x*(s) about P, the question reduces to that of the de-

pendence of the ordinary derivatives of x'(s) of all orders on the Xg| *, q = l,

■ • • , k, or on the £r|f, r = 1, 2, • ■ • , since these are so dependent. From (1)

we have

. dx'
£i|' = Ai|' = -—,

ds

*I"-+Wd2xi       í i )   dx' dxk

-+ \      Ï-'
ds2       (jk)   ds    ds

d3xl ( i WVrfx*      r d   ( i \       j i W M "Ï dxhdx> dxk

'     " ds3 \jk) ds2  ds       LdxHjk)       \jlf\khj] ds   ds   ~ds~'

.        d4x< d   ( i)d2x< dxh dxh        d   ( i ) dx' dxk d2xh

1        ds* dxHjk) ds2   ds    ds      dxh\jk) ds    ds   ds2

d2     ( i "I dxh dxk { i )
H-<      >-  • • •-h terms in undifferentiated <      >.

dxhdxl(jk) ds ds (jk)

The equations (3) hold in any coordinate system. For a Riemannian

system of coordinates we have, at the center P,

(4)

Si-\     > ) = 0,      .S = symmetric part.
\dxh---dxl\jk)/
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From (3) and (4) it follows that the first three derivatives of x*(s) at P are

actually equal to the corresponding £r | *', and that for £41 * we will have at P

d4xf a   ft) d2x' dxh dxk
U

c< d   ( i ]d2x' dxh

4 dxh\jk)ds2    dsds* dxh(jk) ds2    ds    ds

Using (4) and the definition of R'jkh we show that at P

3—;{ * } = R'm-R'iik,
dxh(jl)ß

(S)
. .     d'x*        i    d2xl dx'dxh

ds4 ds2   ds    ds

The second term in general neither vanishes nor lies in any special vector

space, as may be shown by examples. Hence the theorem we were seeking

does not hold in general. A special case for which it does hold is that for which

the Gk is totally geodesic in V„. To show this we make use of a development

for (dr/dxl ■ ■ ■ dxh) {/k}, due to Veblen,* of which (5) is a special case.

According to this, (dr/dxl ■ ■ ■ dxh){/k} is a combination of terms in

R'jki, ■ ■ -k, subscripts permuted in all possible ways, and of terms of inner

products of similar factors of lower orders. Beside this we need a lemma.

Lemma. Let Gk be totally geodesic in Vn and let rjx\ * • • ■ 77,| ' be any vectors

tangent to Gk. Then the vectors .R<J"*i'7i| '^l kr¡3\!, • • • , R'jki, ■ ■ aXi| ' • • • X,| *

lie in Gk.

To prove this we recall that for a totally geodesic Gk'xi = xi(u1, ■ ■ ■ ,uk),

(6) A, I «, = 0     (a, ß = 1, ■ • • , k; a = 1, ■ • • , (n - k)),

and hence by the Codazzi equation

.    ox' dxk dxl
(7) Rn*& I '— —-0 (a, ß, y = 1, • • • , k),

du"   duß dW

or Ri;kii]i\'r)2\kri3\'lies in Gk- Differentiating (7) covariantly, and using (6)

and (7), we have
.    dx' dxk dxl dxh

(8) Run.hè, M-: = 0,
dua du8 du-< duö

and similarly for continued differentiation. Hence the lemma.

Combining this lemma, which holds for any coordinate system, with the

expression for the derivatives of the {¡k} at the center of a Riemannian

coordinate system in terms of the R'jki and its derivatives, we have

* O. Veblen, Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, vol. 8, p. 196.
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Theorem I. If Gk is totally geodesic in Vn and the coordinates are Rieman-

nian at P, and if nx\ ', ■ ■ ■ , 77s| * lie in Gk, then

(9) 6        ,{ *}*i|*---i>.l*
dxh ■ ■ ■ dx1 \jk)

is a vector in Gk-

Now assume that Gk, the complete osculating geodesic space of the curve

C at P, is totally geodesic in Vn. By (3) we see that the rth derivative of xf(s)

depends on £r | ' and on terms of type (9), or products of factors of type (9)

where the r¡s\ * are derivatives of x*(s) of order 1,1 <r. Hence by the theorem

above, and by induction, we show that the derivatives of x'(s) of all orders

lie in Gk. Hence the curve lies in Gk.

Theorem 2. If the kth curvature (k<n) of a curve is identically zero, and

if the complete osculating geodesic space Gk at a point P is totally geodesic,

then the curve lies in Gk-

Corollary. If the kth curvature of a curve in a space of constant curvature

vanishes identically, then the curve lies in the complete osculating geodesic space

at any point.

Distance from an osculating geodesic space. Given a curve in Vn which

now is not assumed to have vanishing curvatures. We wish to obtain a

formula for the distance of a point P' of the curve from the various osculating

geodesic spaces Gk at a nearby point P. Let P be the center of a system of

normal Riemannian coordinates so chosen that Gh is given by

(10) xt = 0 (i= (h+ 1), • • • ,»).

Theorem 3. Given a system of normal Riemannian coordinates with center

at P:(0), and given a sequence of points Pr : (x*) approaching P as a limit, then

the principal part of the infinitesimal distance of PT from the geodesic sub-space

Gh'.xi = 0, i = (h+l), ■ ■ -, «, is given by

(11) d2 =   ¿(xO2 + • • • .
<=A+1

The proof of this consists first in showing that the true length of the geo-

desic from Pr orthogonal to Gk and the length this geodesic would have in

terms of 5i3 as fundamental tensor are equivalent infinitesimals. The same

is true for the lengths of the curves through PT which would be the ortho-

gonal geodesies if 5¿, were fundamental tensor. From these facts and the fact

that a geodesic gives the shortest distance the theorem follows.
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We now apply the theorem to find approximately the distance of a point

P' of the curve from the osculating geodesic space at a nearby point P by

expanding x'(s) about P.

Theorem 4. Given a system of normal Riemannian coordinates at P:(0),

then the principal part of the distance of a nearby point P' of C from Gh'-xi = 0,

i = (h+l), ■ ■ ■ , n, is given by

r(As)"n2   A    /du*V

where u is the least number for which the uth derivative o/x4(s) in this coordinate

system does not lie in Gk-

This means that d is approximately (As)"/«! times length of component

of uth. derivative normal to G*. Taking Gk as the tangent geodesic (A = l),

we have u = 2 and d2xl/ds2 = £j| *

1
(13) d =-(As)2 H-.

2pi

Equation (13) will hold in any coordinate system. Similarly, taking G2 as

determined by Xi | ' and X21 \ we have u = 3 and

d*x*
-= Is | ' + vector in G2,
dsz

& | « = - (l/p,)*Xi | « + —(1/pOXi I « + (l/(piP2))Xa | '•
as

Hence the only component perpendicular to G2 is (l/(pip2))X3| ' and

(14) d = (As)V(6(PlP2)) + • • • .

Higher than this we cannot go because of the impossibility of replacing

the derivatives of x'(s) by the corresponding associate vectors. We note how-

ever that if G3 is determined by Xi| ', X2| ', X3| * the distance of P' from G3 is

an infinitesimal of at least the fourth order.

Theorem 5. The principal parts of the infinitesimal distances of P' from

the osculating Gx and G2 at P are given by (13) and (14), and the distance from

G» is an infinitesimal of at least the fourth order.

Now assume that Gh, the Äth osculating geodesic space of the curve at P,

is totally geodesic.The vector (d'x'/ds'—Çr| ') consists of vectors dlx{/dsl, l<r,

contracted into partial derivatives of [fk}, and by Theorem 1 we show by

steps that ¿rxi/¿sr lies in Gk whenever £r|¿ does; that is, for r^h. Also the
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vector (dh+lxi/dsh+1 — ̂ h+x\ ') must lie in Gh and the component of dh+lxi/dsh+l

normal to G* is the same as that of £a+i| '. But by (2) we have

l*+i | * = vector in Gh + (l/(pip2 • • • pA))X4+i | ',

and by Theorem 4,

(15) d = (As)*+l/[(A + 1)! pxP2 • • • Ph] + ■ ■ ■ .

Theorem 6. If the kth osculating geodesic space atP to C is totally geodesic,

then the principal part of the distance of a nearby point P'from it is given by (15).

Projection of curve on osculating space. Another property of ordinary

space curves which we shall extend where possible to curves in a Riemann

space is that certain curvatures of the curve C are equal to the corresponding

curvatures of the projection of C on one of its osculating spaces. For the

Riemannian case the osculating spaces are osculating geodesic spaces and

projection is by means of the orthogonal geodesies.

As before we take normal Riemannian coordinates at P, so that the oscu-

lating space in question is given by xi = 0, i>h, C is given by xi = x'(s),

i = l, ••-,«. If we let C be given by xi = xi(s), i = \, ■ ■ ■ , h; x* = 0, i>h,

then C", while not the projection of C on G* by orthogonal geodesies, will in

the cases considered be sufficiently close to C near P to be used for it.

Let G * be the G2 determined by Xi| * and X2| *. Then at P we have that

dx'/ds and d2x'/ds2 are in G2 and hence equal the corresponding quantities

for C. By formulas (3) the £i| * and £2| ' are the same for C and C, and hence

we have

(16) (1/pi) = (1/piO.

If Gh is G3 determined by Xi| ', X2| * and X3| *', it follows as before that

dx(/ds, dH'/ds2, d3xi/ds3 are in G3 and that they must then equal the cor-

responding quantities for C. Hence it follows that £i| *', £2| ' and £3|{ are the

same for the two curves, and that

(17) (1/P1)  -  (1/pi'),    (1/P2)  =  (1/P2').

Theorem 7. If a curve C is projected on its osculating G2 or G3 at P, then

the curvatures of C and its projection atP are connected atP by (16) or (17).

We now assume that Gh, the hth osculating geodesic space of C at P, is

totally geodesic in V„. Then dTxi/dsr, r^h, will lie in Gh, and, since the

d'x'/ds' for C are exactly the Gh components of dw/ds*, the two sets will be

the same r-gh. As £r|{ and £/| ' are formed in the same way from the same

ordinary derivatives, we have
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£,| * = £,'| ' at P for r ^ A.

It follows from the definition of the curvatures of a curve that if at P the

first h associate vectors are known and independent, then the curvatures

(1/pi), l<h, and their derivatives (dr/dsr)(l/p3), r+s<h, of C at P are de-

termined at P. From this and the equality of the £r| ', r^k, we have

Theorem 8. If the first (h — 2) curvatures ofCatP do not vanish, and if the

hth osculating geodesic space Gn at P is totally geodesic, then the curvatures

(l/pi), l<h, and their derivatives (dr/dsr)(\/ps), r+s<h, of C at P are equal

to the corresponding quantities of the projection of C onGh-

Lehigh University,

Bethlehem, Pa.


